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Reliabilists have argued that the importantevaluative epistemic
concept of being justified in holding a belief, at least to the extent
that that concept is associated with knowledge, is best understood
as concerned with the objective appropriatenessof the processes
by which a given belief is generatedand sustained.They hold that
a belief is justified only when it is fostered by processes that are
reliable in the believer's actualworld.' Of course, reliabiliststypically recognize other concepts of justification- subjective notions
- which are given a noncompeting sort of epistemic legitimacy.
However, they focus on the epistemically centralnotion of "strong
justification,"and have come to settle on this familiar reliabilist
analysis, supposingthatit prettymuch exhaustswhat thereis to say
about "objectivejustification."
The straightforwardreliabilist analysis of objectivejustification
has contributedto epistemologicalunderstanding.However,thereis
yet clarificationand perspectiveto be gotten by recognizingfurther
epistemically valuable features that are distinct from, but related
to, reliability. These additional epistemically valued features are
"objective"in much the sense that reliability is. We here develop
a way of thinkingaboutone such epistemic value and suggest thatit
may also have an importantrole in ourthinkingaboutan agentbeing
objectivelyjustified in holding a given belief. Like the reliabilityof
generatingprocesses, the feature we characterizeis epistemically
valuable in view of the epistemic interestin the productionof true
belief systems.
Our suggestion is that understandingthese further epistemic
values will allow one to better appreciateboth the place for reliability in epistemic evaluations and its limits. The limits do not
indicate that reliabilists have been mistaken in thinking that the
#
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reliabilityin the agent's world of fosteringprocesses is importantly
related to an agent's being stronglyjustified. Yet, they do indicate
that the reliabilistposition is improvedby recognizing how related
but distinct evaluativeconcerns also featurein the objective appropriateness of processes. Seeing this much allows us to appreciate
how a common set of misgivings regardingthe traditionalreliabilist
analysis can be accommodatedwithin a perspective that remains
focused on objective (ratherthan subjective)featuresof processing,
and on featuresclosely relatedto reliability.

1. THE RECEIVED ACCOUNT OF STRONG JUSTIFICATION

It has become common to distinguishobjectivejustification(sometimes called strongjustification,warrant,or some brandof positive
epistemic status)from subjectivejustification.The basic idea is that
justificationof the stripe that is associated with having knowledge
must have to do with objectively appropriateprocessing, and not
simply processing that conforms to whateverepistemic norms the
agent happensto have internalized.Goldman(1992a), for example,
reflects on evaluations we might make when looking at beliefs
formed by agents in an epistemically benighted society. In such
cases, he observes, we can feel pulled in two directions. On the
one hand, reflective and conscientious agents might do their best
and have subjectively powerful reasons for their beliefs; and we
would want to say that such agents arejustified in their beliefs. On
the other hand, such agents might be doing their best and nevertheless be employing processes that are objectively inappropriateto
the centralepistemic goal of producingtruebelief-systems; and we
would want to say thatthose agents are notjustified in theirbeliefs.
Both evaluationshave deep roots in our epistemic tradition.In view
of the deep difference in what anchors these evaluations,we then
also shouldrecognize thatthey reflectdistinctuses of 'justification'.
So doing, we disambiguateof our talk of justification.
So, we have this notion of objectivejustification,or warrant,that
centers on the notions of objectively appropriateprocessing.2In the
most general terms, objective appropriatenessis a matter of what
would be conducive to the central epistemic end of the production
of truebelief-systems.3It is perhapsworthemphasizingat this point
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that our central epistemic interest,that in terms of which objective
appropriatenessof processing must be understood,is not simply in
the productionof truebeliefs. Rather,it is an interestin the production of true beliefs systems.4 Loosing sight of the interest in the
systematicityof our beliefs can lead to distortedunderstandingsof
our epistemic standards.Reliability,and the value we characterize
here - robustness- are largely truth-focusedstandards.Wereone to
loose sight of the interest in systematicity,one might readily think
of such values as pushingus in the directionof highly conservative
epistemic practice. But, such practices would not conduce to the
productionof interestingsystematicityof beliefs. Such features of
processing must not be thoughtto make for epistemic appropriateness of themselves. Rather, echoing Goldman (1986), they must
be though of as values that, along with the "power"of processes
for the productionof beliefs (and the power for the productionof
systematicitywithin beliefs) make for the objectiveappropriateness
of processing. We will have occasion to reiteratesuch themes later
in this work, but it will be good for the readerto keep the present
point, and the general view of objective appropriateness,in mind
throughoutthis paper.
In any case, objective appropriatenessis a matterof what would
be conducive to the central epistemic end of the production of
truebelief-systems.More detailedmodels of objectivelyappropriate
processing would be models whose realization by agents in their
worlds would ensure the effectiveness of their cognition insofar as
this is possible.5 Even when a person is rationally pursuing the
epistemic end in light of his or her understandingof the tendencies of various cognitive processes, that person may yet diverge
fromobjectivelyappropriateprocessing.While doing whatis appropriate from the first-personpoint of view, people may rely on
hallucinogen-inducedvisions, on books handeddown over centuries
from visionaries or mystics, or even on what their mommies and
daddies told them. But, such processes are not really objectively
effective, and are not objectivelyappropriate.
What, in slightly less general terms, makes for objectively
appropriateprocessing? On the received reliabilist account, what
objectively conduces to our centralepistemic end is basically truthconducivenessor reliability.This is surely partof the story;at least
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part of what can contribute to a cognitive process being objectively appropriateis its being reliable. But here we arguethat there
are further truth-relatedfeatures of processes that properly enter
into our epistemic evaluation.Reliability is but one component of
what makes for objective appropriateness,and turnsout not even to
function as a necessary conditionfor objectivejustification.
What is truth-conducivevaries across possible worlds. What is
truth-conducivefor us in our world would not be truth-conducive
for agents in other worlds. So arises within the received reliabilist
account the issue of what we should make of the justification (or
lack of justification)of agents in very differentworlds- agents who
might, for example, be employing processes that would be truthconducive in our world but not in theirs. Reliability is particularly
directly tied to the furtheringof our centralepistemic end, and thus
to the objective appropriatenessof processes. But, for the agents
in any given possible world, it is reliability in that world that is
intimately connected with success in pursuing the epistemic end.
Ceteris paribus, an agent's processes are epistemically improved
in the relevant sense to the extent that the agent comes to employ
processes with greater reliability in that agent's world. Thus the
objective appropriatenessof processes, and their objective justification, are a matter of the processes being truth-conducivein
the agent's world. As Goldman (1992b) put the point, 'objective
justification'is a nonrigiddesignator.
We grant that the above lines of thought characterizepart of
the story about the standardsfor objectively appropriateepistemic
processing (and for objectivejustification). Our interest here is in
recovering additional objectivist epistemic values that also serve
as standardsfor appropriateprocessing and objectivejustification.
The objective appropriatenessof processing will be found not to
be wholly a function of the reliability of those processes in the
agent's world. In section 2, we will set out some basis for thinking
that accounts wholly in terms of reliability are inadequate. In
section 3, we elucidate a second objective feature of processing
- robustness - that can be recognized as epistemically valuable.
Robustness conduces to the end of producingtrue belief-systems,
and its objective importance reflects significant elements of the
epistemic situation.In section 4, we show that thinkingin terms of
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robustnessallows us to deal with certainproblemsfacing an account
of the objective appropriatenessof processes wholly in terms of
reliability. We suggest in section 5 that, in order to do justice to
considered epistemic evaluations, one ultimately needs a multidimensionalunderstandingof objective epistemic appropriateness.
However, the case for the multi-dimensionalunderstandingis not
simply that it accords with "intuitions."Rather more importantly,
we will see thatthere is a deep sense in these intuitions- they point
to objective features of processes that are valuable in terms of the
centralepistemic value.

2. MISGIVING ABOUT RELIABILISM

There are familiarobjections and counter-examplesto reliabilism.
For example, one's reactionsto hypotheticalclairvoyantswho form
beliefs without(at first)any reasonto thinktheirown belief-forming
processes reliableraise doubtsregardingthe supposedsufficiencyof
reliabilityfor strongjustification,6and generallyaboutthe intimacy
of the connection between reliability and justification. However,
Goldman (1992b) has articulatedreasons for being suspicious of
the force of many counter-examples.In effect, Goldman distinguishes between our evolving conceptualizationand our concept.7
Ourjudgments would seem to be largely controlledby conceptualizations, and thus need not reflect somethingdeep and conceptually
ensuredaboutwhatit is to be justified.Goldmanprovidesa plausible
startingplace in thinking about the structureof our conceptualization, suggesting that our conceptualizationmay commonly take the
form of lists of (paradigmatic)approvedand unapprovedprocesses.
Our basis for these lists may be slow in effecting a modificationof
our lists, and our use of these lists may be somewhatinsensitive to
counter-factualimaginations.Thatis, our conceptualizationmay be
historically conditionedby concerns for reliability- concerns that
are centralto the concept- while the lists have come to be somewhat
inflexibly internalizedin most of us.
Goldman's points in (1992b), together with care not to slip
between objective and subjective notions of justification,do blunt
the force of the standardcounter-examplessomewhat. Of themselves, such counter-examples should not be taken as decisive.
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But, neitherare they philosophicallypointless. Rather,an adequate
philosophical account will reflectively come to terms with these
objections,dismissingthem only on the basis of a consideredunderstandingof the natureof the workings of our concept of objective
justification. Such an account can allow one to explain why such
apparentcounter-examplescan seem telling, when they are not.
Thus, Goldman'sstrategyis philosophicallyappropriate.However,
in what follows, we will suggest that better sense can be made of
certainapparentcounter-examplesto straightforwardreliabilismby
taking them to be also real counter-examples.The counter-example
developedhere is closely relatedto what Sosa (1991) has dubbedthe
"newevil demon problem."It does not point to a wholesale repudiation of reliabilism, but to a recognition of features of processing
that are closely related to reliability and that play a coordinate
role in determiningthe epistemic appropriatenessor inappropriateness of processing.This counter-examplepoints us towarda refined
reflectiveaccountof objectivejustification.
Our counter-exampleinvolves agents in a possible world of
that fairly extreme sort characterizedin some classical epistemological mythology: a demon-world. To prepare for this central
thought experiment,it will be helpful to distinguish between two
sorts of hypotheticalscenarios that might be taken to characterize
demon-worlds.
On the one hand, there is the scenario envisioned in Descartes'
Meditations, one in which a malicious and powerful being seeks
to defeat our epistemic projectat every turn.Were the being really
powerful and devoted - were the being really good at epistemic
evil - then whatever cognitive processes we were to employ, the
being would adapt so as to frustrateus. Call such a world a classical demon-world,or a flexible-demon-world.With due respect for
Descartes, we must conclude that the fundamentalepistemic good
really could not be advanced in such a possible world. No matter
what processes were employed on the input received, an agent in
such a world would be doomed to abjectfailure.
On the other hand, there is a milder form of skeptical scenario
sometimes entertainedrecently. One in which a brain is placed in
a nutrientbath, and hooked up to a supercomputerthat has been
programmedto provide it systematically false input.8 (As it is
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commonly put, the computertakes into account the brain's output,
and gives it just the inputit would receive were it walkingdown the
street,playing tennis, or so on for variousstandardlife activities.)It
is common to see this scenario as the modem, high-tech, analog to
the classical demon-world.However,there is this importantdifference: by hypothesis, the computer is programmedto provide a
certain class of misleading input. At least as normally described,
the computerdoes not so change the input it gives the agent as to
frustratethat agent no matterwhat epistemicprocedure the agent
employs. (While the input that the computergives to the agent is
conceived as tailoredto decisions of the agent to walk one direction
ratherthan another,to lean on one post ratherthananother,or to go
one concert ratherthan another,this input is typically not thought
to be so tailoredas to anticipatethe agent'sreasoningprocesses and
ensure that these also go wrong by giving the agent whateverinput
would lead just such reasoning awry.) Accordingly,we might call
such worlds rigid-demon-worlds.Notably,dependingon the details,
the systematic falsity of the input may then allow for a systematic
correctionwithin the agent's cognitive processing.
What seems common across the variousdemon-worldscenarios
is that the appearanceshad by individuals in these epistemically
possible worlds would be radically deceiving in undetectable(or
very nearly undetectable)ways. However,if this formulationis to
characterizeboth types of demon-worldsand begin to distinguish
them from non-demon-worlds,we must understand"appearances"
in a particularway. The appearancesmust not be simply taken as
perceptualbeliefs.9 After all, perceptualbeliefs are deeply colored
by any given epistemicagent'sfleshedout belief system- by the rich
set of theories and associated ways of "seeing"things that a given
individualhas developed.But, supposingthatan individualhas then
developed a very false belief system, that individual's perceptual
beliefs could well be radicallydeceiving. Further,given the way in
which belief systems can informepistemicpractice,theremay be no
way thatsuch an individualcan detect the deceiving characterof the
resultingperceptualbeliefs. But, such a scenariodoes not constitute
a demon-world,althoughit is an unfortunateepistemic situation.If
we are to distinguishthe particularclasses of demon-worldsfrom
these other unfortunatesituations,appearancesmust be something
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more rudimentarythanperceptualbeliefs, something"skinner"and
more pervasive.
So, appearancesare skinnierthanmanyperceptualbeliefs, something shared by varying perceptual beliefs, as these latter are
differently colored by varying belief systems. Examples of what
we have in mind are fairly easy to cite. We all seem disposed to
"see" enduringthree-dimensionalobjects - althoughhow these are
"perceived"will be colored by a rich backgroundof beliefs. This
can be witnessed even in small infants. They will give passing
attentionto spots moving behind and between a series of screens
in a standardfashion, becoming bored and moving on. However,
when the moving spots are so arranged as to give the appearance of discontinuity, seemingly to frustrate the "expectations"
for enduring objects, infants will remain attentive longer, as if
attemptingto discern what might be going on. Of course, what we
"perceive"as going on is richer thanjust "seeing" some enduring
three-dimensionalobject yonder. Thus, where one person may
"perceive"people traveling with a light at some distance, another
may "perceive" spirits or witchcraft traveling at night (EvansPritchard1937, p. 33-4), but in both cases there is the appearance
of an enduringobject. Also, both the envattedbrainand ourselvesin
our normalworld may "perceive"a table, and in this case we again
have the appearancesof an enduringobject situatedin such and such
a fashion with respect to ourselves. Also, we seem to be so set up
as to "perceive"persons - althoughwhat exactly persons are many
be culturalinformed(Geertz 1983). Yet, at some level, it seems fair
to say that appearancesare shared.Presumably,the brainin the vat
has person-appearances.Our appearancesof persons and enduring
objects are, on the whole, not radicallydeceiving, the poor envatted
brain'swould be.
The misgiving developed here has to do with what a straightforward reliabilist would need to say about agents in classical
demon-worlds. It is clear that, in such worlds, agents have no
prospect of getting to a true belief-system. In effect, there simply
are no possible truth-conduciveprocesses for an agent to employ in
such a world- at least none for the generationof a posteriori beliefs.
This leads the straightforwardreliabilistto counter-intuitiveresults.
On such a view, the reliabilityof generating/sustainingprocesses is
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at least a necessarycondition(andperhapsalmosta sufficientcondition) for objectiveproprietyof processing,for objectivejustification.
Itfollows that agents in a classical demon-worldcould not be justified in any of their (a posterior) beliefs - no matterwhatprocessing
they were to employ.But, most of usjudge that not all processes are
equally objectivelybad or inappropriatefor agents in this world.10
Suppose, for example, that one agent, Constance,has taken note of
where her observationshave seemed untrustworthyin the past, and
discountscertainobservationsaccordingly.SupposeConstanceonly
generalizes when samples are large enough for statistical confidence at some high level, and then only when the samples are either
random or characterizedby a diversity that seems to match the
distributionof likely causal features in the population. Suppose
that anotheragent, Faith, engages in the most extravagantflights of
wishful thinking,believing what she wants and editing her observations and generalizationsto suit. Now, suppose that Constanceand
Faitharein a classical demon-world.It seems extremelyimplausible
to think that,because they are in such a world, Constanceand Faith
are equally lacking in strongjustificationfor their beliefs. Surely,
not all possible agents in a classical demon-worldneed be in the
same sorry boat with respect to the objective appropriatenessof
their epistemic processes. (We should emphasizethat the epistemic
difference between Constance and Faith is not to be understood
in terms of weak, or subjectivejustification.These agents may be
equally conscientiousin applyingtheirrespectiveepistemic norms.
The relevantdifference is that Constance'spractice- and thus the
norms that guide that practice - are objectively more appropriate
than Faith's.)
Admittedly,in makingthese judgments,one could be relying on
inflexible list-esque conceptualizations,as Goldmanmight suggest.
But we think that there is a better understanding- it is that: (a)
there are multiple features of cognitive processes that contributeto
their objective epistemic appropriateness,and (b) unlike reliability,
some of these help make for appropriatenessindependentlyof the
world the agenthappensto be in. The featurewe will recommendas
epistemicallyvaluablehere is not proposedsimply to avoid counterexamples; rather,it is to be recognized as valuable for much the
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same reasons that lead us to value reliability - each objectively
conduces to furtheringthe centralepistemic end.
Reliabilists might seek to soften the tone of theirjudgments of
agents in demon-worlds.For example, a reliabilistmight insist that,
in worlds where there are no reliable processes possible, and thus
no possibilityof objectivelyappropriateprocesses andof objectively
justifiedbeliefs, it seems best to say thatprocesses areneitherappropriatenor inappropriate.The reliabilistmight write of all processes
in a classical demon-worldas "nonappropriate,"
and of all beliefs as
"nonjustified."While this has a kinder,more sympathetic,ring to it,
it really does not respondto the core objection- it does not provide
a basis for distinguishingbetween persons,or between processes, in
classical demon-worlds.The core of the objectionturnson the intuition thattherecan be differencesin the objectiveappropriatenessof
processes of agentsin such worlds.It is thatthe reliabilisthas missed
somethingof epistemologicalimportance,not thatthe reliabilisthas
been too harsh in characterizinga homogeneous class of possible
epistemic cases. The solution is not an epistemological form of
"politicalcorrectness."While all agents in a classical demon-world
would be "epistemicallydisadvantaged,"we cannotleave the matter
there. Some agents may employ processes that are epistemically
appropriate,while othersmay fail to do so.
Of course, if these claims are to be defensible, one must be able
to make clear sense of the idea thatprocesses may have featuresthat
contributeto their being epistemically appropriateindependentof
the world the possessors happento be in. This can be done. As we
will show, the key is to keep in mind that uncertaintyregardingthe
world in which one epistemically labors is characteristicof agents'
epistemic situation.It is a ubiquitousfact of epistemic life. Accordingly, at least some of what is objectively appropriate,will have to
do with how epistemic agents can manage in the context of their
uncertainty.

3. EXPENDINGTHERANGEOF OBJECTIVEEPISTEMICVALUES:
ROBUSTNESS

Given the classic epistemological end of producing true beliefsystems, thereare multipleobjectivefeaturesof cognitive processes
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that are objectively valuable. That is, there are multiple objective
features of processes that conduce to the production of true
belief-systems. Of course, reliabilityin the particularepistemically
relevant possible world that the agent occupies is commonly and
correctlyrecognized to be such a feature.In this section, robustness
of reliability,or simply robustness,is shown to be another.Adding
this feature to the list of appropriateness-contributing
features
enriches epistemologicalthoughtin importantways.
3.1. EpistemicallyRelevantPossible Worlds
Ourcharacterizationof robustnesswill make use of the notion of an
epistemically relevantpossible world - or (to put it more simply)
an epistemically possible world. Let us explain this notion. There
is an intuitive sense in which having experience with roughly the
characterof one's common,everyday,experienceis compatiblewith
a very wide range of possible worlds - an epistemic agent could
have experience very much like the experience that we common
epistemic agents have and yet be in very different worlds. Some
of these worlds would be ones in which agents would be correctin
taking much of their experience "at face value,"althoughwhat that
value is may be also vary somewhatwith theories.Otherswould be
ones in which agents would have those experiences, but would be
largelymisled by them.This mightconceivablyhappenin two ways.
In one, the experienceswould be misleadingbecause of the coloring
of appearanceby socializationinto a belief system." The second is
the more radical sense in which experience can be misleading: it
would be a matterof even the appearances(with whatevercoloring)
being misleading- as would obtain were we brainsin vats or were
we set upon by an evil demon, for example. The set of epistemically relevant possible worlds runs this gamut of worlds in which
agents would have appearancesof the characterof our everyday
experience.
3.2. Robustnessand Its Epistemic Value
Briefly, robustness of reliability may be characterizedas truthconducivity in a very wide set of epistemically relevant possible
worlds. Recognizing the epistemic value of robustnesswill turnon
recognizing that our epistemic endeavormust be undertakenin the
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face of uncertainty,ourfallible understandingregardingthe worldin
which we are situated.Certainfeaturesof processes are objectively
valuableto us fallible agents, and robustnessis prominent.It should
be emphasized that the value of robustnessis parallel to the value
of reliability:both are derivativefrom the centralepistemic value of
producingtrue belief-systems - which is taken as a given. We seek
to produceor foster truebelief-systems;given this centralepistemic
end, and given uncertainty,robustnessturnsout to be an objectively
valuablefeatureof processes (somethingthat is valuable,given the
understoodends, whetherparticularagents recognize it or not).
Because epistemic agents, qua epistemic agents, have a fallible
understandingof which epistemically possible world is the actual
world, they have a clear interestin using methods that are reliable
in a fairly wide set of epistemicallyrelevantpossible worlds - wide
enough that it is safe to employ such methodsor processes, despite
uncertaintyabout which possible world is the actual world. Their
fallibility is an epistemicfact of life thatconditionswhat is epistemically valuable;it gives rise to the objectiveimportanceof epistemic
prudence- or safe epistemology.
The presentpoint parallelsCherniak's.Cheriak(1986) has urged
that our finitudeis characteristicof our epistemic situation,and that
this fact has generally been under-appreciated.He shows that our
finitude deeply conditions what sorts of processes are objectively
appropriate(see also Henderson 1994a, 1994b). In much the same
way, our uncertaintyregardingthe world in which we epistemically
labor deeply conditions what processes are epistemically appropriate. To come to terms with the epistemic significance of this
uncertainty,it is necessary to investigate how one can effectively
pursuethe productionof truebelief-system in the face of this uncertainty. The features of processes that help here are componentsof
objective appropriateness;and here robustnessis central.
Again, robustness is truth-conducivityin a very wide set of
epistemically relevant possible worlds. Somewhat more precisely,
it may be characterizedas reliabilityin a wide set of epistemically
relevantworlds other than those extremeclassical demon worlds in
which no method is reliable. One might say it is the propertyof a
process being reliably reliable: reliably (that is across a very wide
set of possible worlds in which reliable processes might be had)
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such a process is reliable(thatis producesmostly truthbeliefs in the
relevant world). It was noted above that one sort of epistemically
possible world comprises those extreme hypothetical scenarios the demon-worlds.In effect, there are no truth-conduciveprocesses
available to agents in such worlds. Now, for purposes of judging
the robustnessof reliability of a given process, it seems pointless
to be concerned with how that process would fare in such worlds,
for all processes would essentially fare the same way there, and
one reasonablyignores such extremes when gauging dispositional
features.
Comparejudgmentsconcerningthe reliabilityof automobiles.12
There are two senses in which we speak of automobiles as "reliable."One has strikingparallelswith reliabilityin the agent'sworld;
the other with robustness.One may say that an individual'scar is
reliable (or "dependable"),given that individual's situation.Thus,
we might say that a graduatestudent'sold car had proven reliable
transportationin the mild climate in which that student was situated. We might also readily admitthatthatcar would not be reliable
were it employed in some more extreme climate. The sort of reliability/dependabilityat issue here correspondsto the reliability of
the epistemological literature- reliability in an environment.The
dependabilityof an auto is an objective featureof autos that varies
across environments- in some environments,an auto will tend to
yield transportationwhen it is turnedto, while in otherenvironments
it may commonly fail. Similarly,a cognitive process would objectively tend to produce true belief-systems in some epistemically
possible worlds, and not in others.
In contrast, there is a notion of reliability of automobiles that
parallelsthe robustnessof cognitive processes: we speak of an auto
being reliable (or "durable")when we note that it would prove reliable in a significantrange of environments.Our graduatestudent's
aged auto may well not be reliable in this sense. To find out which
cars are reliable, we do well to consult ConsumerReports, as their
survey of readersreportsthe reliability-in-environmentexperience
of readerswho presumablyrepresenta significantrangeof environments. However,there are possible environmentsin which no auto
functions well - proximityto volcanic eruptions,or to detonations
of thermonucleardevices, for example. We, and ConsumerReports,
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ignore these cases as too extreme to matter.For similar reasons,
the above formulationsimply excludes demon-worldsfrom consideration in determiningwhether a process is robustlyreliable. The
standardfor robustness of cognitive processes, like the standard
for the reliability/durabilityof automobiles, is a matter of their
workingwithin a significantrangeof situationswhere some process
(or auto) might work. With this standardunderstood,robustnessof
processes is, like reliability/durabilityof autos, an objectivefeature.
Against the backgroundof the central interest in transportation,
reliability/durabilityis a desirablefeature of autos, and against the
backgroundof the centralinterest of epistemology,robustnessis a
desirablefeatureof cognitive processes.
Robustness comes in degrees. All robust processes are reliable
(or would "work") in a very wide set of possible non-demonworlds. But some would work in a more extensive set thanothers.13
The ideal case of robustness,perfect robustness,would be reliability in all non-demon-worlds.A perfectly robust process would
be wonderful, but this would be a lot to ask for. We know of no
process capable of generatinginteresting,extensive, belief-systems
thatwould measureup to such a standard.(And, because the central
epistemic interest is in the productionof such belief-systems, the
value of robustnessmust be balancedwith the value of the "power"
and "system-conducivity"of our processes. Accordingly, we ultimately settle for moderaterobustness.)Moderatelyrobustprocesses
would fail to be reliablein some non-demon-worlds.Yet they would
be reliable in a very extensive set of non-demon-worlds.There are
(presumablyvague) limits to the worlds in which a process may fail
and still count as moderatelyrobust.But for our purposeshere, we
need not determinejust how wide a set is extensive enough.
By way of illustration, consider various inductive processes.
Inductiveprocesses thatareinsensitiveto possible sourcesof sample
bias, and that do not include mechanisms for avoiding such bias,
may yet be reliable in certain worlds - notably those in which
populations are homogeneous. That is, if the same causal factors
operate uniformlyon the membersof those populationswhich are
the focus of inductions, then however we choose the sample we
study,we will be looking at a subset thatreflects the causal features
operatingthroughoutthe largerpopulation.So, even without sens-
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itivity to sample bias, we will manage to look upon representative
samples - no thanksto us. On the otherhand, such a process would
not be truth-conducivein a world where there is heterogeneityin
the populations of interest. There, sensitivity to possible sample
bias, and thus the ability to draw and work from representative
samples, is requisite for reliability. So, inductive processes with
this characteristicare reliable in a wider set of possible worlds
than are those lacking it. Presumably,such processes might qualify
as moderatelyrobust;whereas those lacking it, while reliable in a
select set of particularlybenign worlds, are not robust. Of course,
even inductive processes with sensitivity to possible sample bias
would fail to be reliable in some epistemically relevant possible
worlds. Notably, classical demon-worldsprovide one set of worlds
in which they are not reliable. We ignore these extreme scenarios
when gauging the robustnessof these methods. Still, there are less
extreme epistemologically possible worlds - worlds that we do not
ignore when gauging robustness- in which these processes fail to
be reliable.For example, Humeanrecalcitrantworlds,thatis worlds
in which hitherto dependable regularitiesoccasionally change in
unprojectiblefashion, provideone context in which even sensitivity
to samplebias does not yield reliability.Thusthese processesare not
perfectly robust,althoughthey may qualify as moderatelyrobust.
Obviously, robust processes help meet the needs that we have
as fallible agents - providing us a feature that at least partially
compensatesfor our uncertaintyregardingwhich world is the actual
world, and thus regardingwhat processes are reliable in our world.
There are several helpful and complementaryperspectives from
which to elucidate the epistemic value of robustness.We present
two here.
To begin with, think of agents as shaping their own cognitive
processes with the centralepistemic end in view.14 To some extent,
the cognitive processes that agents employ are informed by, or
conditioned by, their understandingof what processes are truthconducive.15 Whatevercognitiveprocesses areemployed,these will
be truth-conducivein some worlds and not in others. However,just
what this (the actual) world is like, and thus just what processes
would be truth-conducivehere, is not something about which we
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are, or should be, certain. Agents must press on in the face of this
uncertainty.In this choice situation,robustnessis desirable.
Suppose that an epistemic agent employs a process would be
truth-conduciveonly in a narrow range of epistemically possible
worlds, where thatrangeincludes what thatagent takes the world to
be like. The agent thus employs a non-robustprocess that is otherwise appropriateto the world as understood.Now, were that agent
to be mistakenaboutthe world,the agent could easily be employing
an unreliableprocess. Employingsuch non-robustprocesses in the
face of uncertaintyabout which epistemicallypossible world is the
actual world is risky, it is to court epistemicfailure. On the other
hand, suppose an epistemic agent employs a process that is robust,
and supposethatthis agent is yet mistakenregardingwhich possible
worldis the actualworld.Nevertheless,it is relativelylikely thatthat
agent's world is among the extensive set of possible worlds in which
the robust process that are employed would be truth-conducive.
Employing such robustprocesses is thus less risky. In employing
robust procedures,one is prudentlyemploying processes that may
well be truth-conducive,even if one is mistaken (or inattentive,
or simply ignorant)concerning the world and what processes are
truth-conducivein it. In employingrobustprocesses, we thus allow
ourselves an epistemic marginfor error. Thereby,we practice safe
epistemology.16
There is a more generic line of thought(a second elucidationof
the value of robustness)thatparallelsthe above line withoutpresupposing that the cognitive processes of agents are, in any significant
sense, conditionedby theirunderstandingsof what the world is like
and what processes are reliable. As noted above, if their processes
are so conditioned, then agents are at risk of using an unreliable
process to the extentthattheirprocesses arenot robust.But, suppose
insteadthattheirprocesses are not conditionedby theirunderstandings of whatthe worldis like. This could happeneitherdue to lack of
(implicit or explicit) beliefs regardingtheir world and the attendant
reliability of processes or due to the absence of (either accessible
or inaccessible) mechanismsconditioningprocesses to such beliefs.
Again, to whateverextenttheirprocesses are not robust,such agents
run a commensuraterisk of employing unreliableprocesses. The
generic point begins with the recognition that there are a range of
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ways that the world might be compatiblewith appearanceshaving
much the characterthatthey do - thereare,thatis, multipleepistemically possible worlds. Processes will vary in their reliability (or
unreliability)across these worlds. Were an agent's processes to be
conditionedby an infallible understandingof the world, then obviously there is no risk of that agent's processes being unreliable.
But, this is simply not in the cards. To employ a process that is not
conditioned to an infallible understandingof which epistemically
possible world is the actual world is to run some risk of using an
unreliableprocess. It is to employ a process that would be reliable
in some epistemicallypossible worlds, and not in others,and for the
process used not to be conditionedby infallible informationso as
to ensure reliabilityin the actual world. Agents fail to so condition,
or "tailor,"their processes whenever they have and must draw on
fallible understandingsof the world - this was the subject of the
firstperspectiveon the value of robustness.Now we add thatagents,
also fail to so conditiontheirprocesses whenevertheirprocesses are
simply not conditionedby theirunderstandings.All cognitive agents
fall under one of these conditions. Put simply, all epistemic agents
run some risk here (for they have fallible understandings,and may,
to boot, be employing processes that are not even conditioned by
such understanding).17The pivotalissue has to do with the degreeof
risk, with risk management.If one's processes are perfectly robust,
the risk is literally minimized.This is probablytoo much to ask for.
If one's processes are moderatelyrobust,the risk is moderated,and
this is epistemicallydesirable.If however,one's processes are nonrobust, their use is unacceptably riskyfrom an epistemic point of
view.
3.3. EpistemicSafety
In view of these considerations,it seems naturalto think of reliability and robustnessas two forms of epistemic safety, both epistemically valuable, although one has not been widely recognized. Let
us mention some implications.To begin with it is helpful to notice
that talk of "safety"can reflect a diversityof conceptions.The most
generic conceptionof safety is thatof an item thatcan be employed
with a minimum(or at least a relatively or acceptablylow level) of
risk. We can discerntwo more specific conceptionsof safety, paral-
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leling the two desiderataof reliabilityand robustness.An informed
advisor bent on helping agents in their methodicalpursuitof truth
would be concernedwith both.
First, there is what we might term local safety. This is a kind of
brute,actual-worldsafety thatcomes with the likelihood thatthings
will work out well, from the point of view of given ends, in the
agent's environmentor world. When the given end is the central
epistemic end of fostering true belief-systems, local safety comes
with reliability of processes in the agent's actual world.18Let us
returnto our earlier automotiveanalogies. When the goal is transportation(on demand), and when the climate is temperateand the
terrainundemanding,then many old jalopies would be locally safe.
In contrast,when the climate is extremelyhot or cold, or when the
terrainis rugged, fewer vehicles would be safely relied on. When
the goal is daily transportwith few injuries, and when the traffic
density is low, the roads good, and there are few obstacles to run
into, then even the classic VolkswagenBeetle, or the FordPinto, are
locally safe autos. In many contexts,these autos are not locally safe.
Were the traffic-densityhigh, and were many (survivalist) locals
to drive military-surplusarmoredvehicles, even the generally safe
Volvo and Mercedes would not be locally safe. Similarly,given the
centralepistemicgoal, when the worldhas only homogeneouspopulations, inductive processes that are not sensitive to sampling bias
will yet be reliable and thus locally safe. On the otherhand, worlds
with less homogeneouspopulationswill be ones in which inductive
processes will only be locally safe when they are sensitive to the
representativenessof samples.
Second, there is what we might call general safety. This is a
kind of safety that turns on the likelihood that things will work
out well from the point of view of given ends in a significant
range of epistemically relevant possible worlds. When the given
end is that of fostering true belief-systems, general safety comes
with robustness.Again thereareautomotiveanalogies.While failing
in certain extreme environments,Volvos and Mercedes are said to
facilitate injury avoidance in a fairly wide range of environments,
and might then qualify as generally safe autos. Inductiveprocesses
that include sensitivity to possible sample bias thereby avoid ways
in which we might be led to false generalizationsin the worlds with
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nonhomogeneous populations. Of course, they will fail in worlds
with special nonhomogeneous populations - say where hitherto
dependable regularities occasionally just change in unprojectible
Humean fashion - say tomorrow.But, such fairly extreme worlds
comprise a relativelysmall set.
The notion of general safety serves to highlightcentralelements
makingfor the objectivevalue of robustness:a process with robustness can be employed with a view to the productionand maintenance of true belief systems with a minimum (or, with moderate
robustness, a relatively low level) of risks (of falling by producing false beliefs), where this risk is gauged in terms of ranges of
epistemically relevantworlds that reflect the uncertaintycharacteristic of epistemic agents.
We should emphasize here that, because uncertaintyregarding
the epistemic playing field is a characteristicof epistemic life, a
fact of epistemic life, and because robustness provides a needed
prophylacticfor the resulting epistemic risks, robustnessbecomes
a pervasive epistemic value. It is valuable to all epistemic agents,
simply qua epistemic agents. The point will be pursuedfurtherin
section 5.
The epistemic importanceof robustnessis reflected at various
points in our epistemological tradition.One that has served as an
inspirationto us is the pragmaticjustification of induction, which
can readily be recast in terms of a concern for robustness.In the
pragmaticjustificationof induction,one sought to show that induction would work (lead to true generalbeliefs), if any methodwould
work.The idea was to providean epistemicvindicationof induction,
withoutpresupposingit. Of course, withoutpresupposinginduction,
the vindicationwould need to proceedin radicalignoranceor uncertaintyregardingthe worldin which the processes were to be applied.
For example, one could not presupposeanythingabout the degree
of regularityin the world. The epistemic vindicationthen involved
showing that,were thereenoughregularityfor some methodat all to
work,then inductionwould workin thatworld.So, withoutknowing
whether there were sufficient regularityfor any method to work,
we could engage in our pursuit of truth by employing induction.
If there were not sufficientregularity,then our pursuitwould end in
failure- but we would not have foregoneany alternativemethodthat
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would have been morefruitful.We would not have used "thewrong"
epistemic method. On the other hand, if there is enough regularity,
we will be using a truth-conducivemethod.19
One can understandthe pragmaticjustificationof inductionas an
attempteddemonstrationthat inductionhas robustness,working in
a very wide class of non-demon-worlds.The pragmaticjustification
of induction supposes that we have observationalinput from the
world that is to be trusted;thus, for purposes of the argument,it
is supposed that we are in a non-demon-world.The issue it then
addressesis whetherinductionprovides a method that will take us
further- beyond true particularbeliefs to true systems of general
beliefs. It seeks to show that there is a method for the generation
of general beliefs (induction)that will work in any world in which
there is some method for generatinggeneral beliefs that will work.
Supposing that worlds with enough regularityfor some method or
other to work constitute a wide set of the non-demon-worlds,this
would be to show robustness.20

4. AN APPLICATIONOF ROBUSTNESSTO AN IMPORTANTTEST
CASE

Not everyone in a demon-worldneed be objectively epistemically
equal. One should be able to distinguish between processes even
in that context, finding some objectively appropriateand others
not (or at least finding some more objectively appropriatethan
others). Such were the judgmentsthat motivatedour misgivings in
section 2. Of course, such "intuitive"judgments can be mistaken.
But, before we jump to such a conclusion, we should cast about
for grounds that both comport with our general understandingof
objective appropriatenessand thatwould providethe basis for these
intuitivejudgments. In the last section, we arguedthat our general
understandingof objective appropriatenessleads us to take robustness of reliability as one feature that contributesto the objective
appropriatenessof processes. In this section, we discuss how robustness goes a long way to enabling us to account for our judgments
about demon-worldscenarios. On the basis of these points, it then
would seem reasonable to conclude that such common intuitive
judgments are informedby an inarticulategood epistemic sense -
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that we are there responding to an appreciationof the objective
epistemic value of robustness. In effect, intuitivejudgments here
have been more nuanced than much of the systematic epistemic
literatureat this point.
One plausible reconstructionof intuitivereasoningabout agents
in demon-worldsis as follows. We begin with the recognitionthat
reliability of processes is not in the cards for any agent in such a
world. It is simply not an epistemic value thatcan be realizedthere.
We are thus led to judge that reliability provides an inappropriate
dimension on which to evaluate processes in such a world, as it
fails to provide for interestingdistinctions.We then think in terms
of other dimensions, other epistemic values, that might make for
interestingdifferences;robustnessis prominent.
The agent either did or did not practice safe epistemology implantingcognitive processes that would work in any (or at least a
wide range of) the epistemically relevantpossible worlds in which
there is some process that would work. Suppose thatthe agent used
processes that should work (as an objective matter)as long as one
were not so unluckyas to have "landed"in a demon-world(unknowingly, of course). As we argued in the proceeding section, this
feature transcendsparticularworlds and contributesto a process's
being objectively appropriate.We think that it looms large enough
as a contributorto objective appropriatenessthat agents in demon
worlds can be justified from the point of view of using objectively
robustprocesses, even if not reliableprocesses.
So, our suggestion is thatrobustnesscomes to dominatethinking
aboutdemon-worldscenariosas one reasonsas follows: althoughan
agent there cannot be employing reliable processes, such an agent
might yet be justified - in the sense of using processes that are
objectively appropriate- by virtue of employing robustly reliable
processes. The importanceof robustnessin this connection seems
in orderbecause, when agents are employing such processes, their
failures cannot be traced to their processes. Suppose that an agent
has prudentlyemployed robustlyreliable processes. Such an individual would not only have done everythingsubjectivelythat could
be done in the epistemic endeavor,but also everythingthat objectively could be done in the epistemic endeavor. Such agents would
be employingprocessesthatminimizetheirrisk in the face of uncer-
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tainty regardingthe world in which they labor.21They would have
done what is appropriate,and all that is objectively appropriate,in
the face of the uncertaintythat is characteristicof the epistemic
situation. Had they not had the misfortune of landing in such an
extremelyinhospitableepistemic world, theirprocesses would have
been reliable.22Thus, their inevitable failure cannot be traced to
them. There would be nothing about these agents that objectively
contributedto their failure in any significantway. (We might then
say that they bear no "objectiveresponsibility"for their inevitable
failure, or that their failure was not due to a fault in them.) Their
processes are not part of the problem, and would serve as a solution in a significant range of worlds where some process could
serve as a solution to the epistemic need. Put most simply, we
shouldconclude:damnfine agents,damnlousy world. Since robustness provides a world-independentdimensionmakingfor objective
appropriateness,we can add: damn fine processes, damn lousy
world.23

5. AN EMERGING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL ACCOUNT OF THE
OBJECTIVE APPROPRIATENESS OF PROCESSING

We have arguedthat, in additionto reliabilityin the agent's world,
thereare othervery generalfeaturesof processes thatare epistemically valuableand that can contributeto a process being objectively
appropriate.Robustnessof reliabilityis anothersuch feature- one
that has been ill appreciatedin the epistemological literature.Like
reliability,its epistemic value is relatedto, one might say derivative
from, the central epistemic value of the productionof systems of
true beliefs. (Of course, along with robustness and reliability,the
power of processes and theircontributionto systematicityof beliefs
also must be kept in view.) We have traced the value of robustness to the uncertaintycharacteristicof the epistemic situation- it
provides a measureof epistemic safety in the face of that pervasive
uncertainty.We have shown how attentionto robustnessallows the
avoidanceof certain counter-intuitiveresults of straightreliabilism
- doing so within the frameworkof objectivist understandingsof
epistemologicalwarrant.
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Still, some readerswill have questionsregardingthe importance
of robustness.Is it really a general epistemic value - in the fashion
of reliability? Or does it rathercome into play only, or primarily,
in certain special, and extreme, contexts? It might be tempting to
thinkthat the robustnesscondition applies only when the reliability
condition could have no application,only where there are no reliable processes to be had. But, while this might seem an open option
when reflectingjust on how robustnesscame to the fore almost by
defaultin the classical demon-worldcase, it ignores a centralpoint
in our presentation.We have arguedthat uncertaintyregardingthe
world in which we epistemically labor is itself a pervasive feature
of the epistemic situation,that robustnessis the indicatedcountermeasure,andthatrobustnessconsequentlyis an objectivelyvaluable
feature for epistemic agents generally. Robustness is a pervasive
epistemicvalue, because uncertaintyis a pervasivefact of epistemic
life.
Reliabilists commonly recognize that reliability is, at best,
a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for appropriatenessof
processing. For example, some insist that an appropriateprocess
must also itself arise in a way that is conduciveto truth-conducivity
(Goldman 1992a). In imposing this additionalrequirement,a reliabilist comes very close to recognizing what we are after in the
robustness condition. If agents generate their epistemic processes
in an inherentlyrisky fashion, then, if they happento employ reliable processes because the world just happens to be one of the
limited number of ways that make their processes reliable, they
are the undeservingbeneficiaries of dumb luck. Now, the central
idea behind attentionto meta-reliabilityseems to be an aversion to
an epistemic rolefor dumb luck. The reliabilityof belief-spawning
processes is not sufficient for the objective proprietyof a belief,
and this is shown when we reflect on cases where that reliability
is significantlya matterof dumb luck on the partof the agent. The
beneficiaryof dumbluck is using processes that are not objectively
appropriate- that are too risky from the epistemic point of view.
The epistemic safety that comes with the use of robustly reliable
belief-producing(and maintaining)processes minimizes the place
for dumb luck in our epistemic success. In view of the uncertainty
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characteristicof the epistemic situation,the use of robust reliable
processes is epistemicallydesirable.24
So robustnessandreliabilitygenerallyfunctionas two coordinate
conditions on appropriateness.Each condition seems generally
applicable, at least where satisfiable by any process at all. In the
classical demon-world,reliabilityis not really satisfiable,thus it has
little force or applicationthere- robustnessdominates.But in a wide
range of epistemicallypossible worlds, both are satisfiable.25
Finally, a note on the application of our coordinate values of
reliability and robustness. It is well known that the demand for
reliability tends towards a kind of conservatismin the production
of beliefs. Commonly, one refines a process so as to increase its
reliability by foreclosing ways in which the unrefined processes
would have gone wrong by producingfalse beliefs in the agent's
environment.The refinedprocesses arethen morecautious,less free
in theirproductionof beliefs. Famously,cautioncan be takentoo far.
Descartes'professedmethodin MeditationI (as opposedto his practice in the Meditations)serves as an example - had he followed it,
he would have producedno (or almostno) beliefs. Relibilistsreadily
admitthattrade-offsare in order.After a minimallevel of reliability
is providedfor, one must trade some reliabilityfor productiveness
of processes. After all, the goal is to producesystems of truebeliefs
(and not just to insure againstthe productionof false beliefs). Such
considerationsled Goldman (1986) to distinguishthree epistemic
values: speed andpower,as well as reliability.We would addconduciveness to the systematicityof our beliefs as yet anotherepistemic
value.
These familiarpoints apply, mutatis mutandis,to the epistemic
v
of robustness.Robust processes may be said to be relatively
c. ious when comparedto alternativesthat would be reliable in
certainbenign environments.They foreclose ways of going wrong
by producingfalse beliefs - in particular,they foreclose ways that
obtain in a wide set of epistemically possible worlds. Some of
these pitfalls may not occur in certainparticularlybenign possible
worlds. This is reflected in our discussion of alternativeprocesses
for generalizingfrom samples. Generalizingfrom whateversample
comes one's way is reliable only in worlds with particularlysimple
and homogeneous causal structures.In those worlds, certain ways
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of going wrong by incautiousgeneralizationsimply do not obtain.
When one's processes are sensitive to sample size and representativeness, one is more cautiousin generalizing- and of course those
processes are morerobust.The morecautiousprocesses are "conservative"in thatthey producefewer new beliefs in responseto inputs.
So, to insist that it epistemically desirable for one's processes to
be robustas well as reliable in one's world is to requirethat one's
epistemic processes be "relativelycautious"or "relativelyconservative."Again, assuming we have provided for at least a minimal
level of robustness, further robustness must be balanced against
costs in terms of the productivityof processes - the productive
"power"of processes is called for in puruitof the centralepistemic
end, along with robustnessand reliability.
We have argued that, just as reliability in the agent's world
is an epistemically valuable propertyof processes, so also is the
robustness of reliability. The reasons for thinking that robustness
is important for the objective appropriatenessof processes are
closely relatedto those for thinkingthatreliabilitycontributesto the
objectiveepistemic appropriatenessof a process. Further,when one
attendsto this dimension of what makes for objective appropriateness of processing, one finds that certainapparentcounterexamples
to the straightforwardreliabilist account can be overcome. While
these considerationsmay establish that robustness and reliability
generally serve as coordinateconditions, at least in worlds where
each can be had, our formulationsremain intentionally noncommittal with respect to details regardingjust how these conditions
work in tandem.Furtherdiscussion must remainfor anotherpaper.

NOTES
* We wish to thank Jon Kvanvig and Mark Timmons for helpful comments on
earlierversions of this paper.
1 At least this is the conclusion to which Goldman has been led (1992a). The
considerationsthat have driven most reliabilist thought have always pointed in
this direction,so thatGoldman'searlieranalysisin termsof reliabilityin "normal"
worlds seemed without basis in treatingjustificationas a rigid designatorwhose
reference was to be fixed by what was reliable in a possible world characterized by our subjective understandingof that world. Such an analysis seemed
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to conflict with the objectivist thrustof reliablism generally, and to make little
sense of the associatedexternalism.It renderedempty the distinctionbetween our
understandingof objectivejustificationand what makesfor objectivejustification.
On the other hand, reliabilistshave shied away from a flat-footedposition in
which reliability of generatingprocesses is itself alone sufficient for objective
justification.Ourreflectionsin this paperunderscoreand elaborateon the reasons
for qualifyingthe reliabilistanalysis.
2 Ultimately,it matterslittle whetherwe hold onto the term 'justification'here, so
long as we areclear aboutwhatwe areabout.Because of thatterm'sdeontological
associations, some have felt betterin abandoningit for alternatives.On the other
hand, there seems a lot to say for holding onto the term - since much work has
used the term while being primarilyconcerned with whateverepistemizes true
belief. If readersfind the deontological suggestionstoo difficultto set aside, they
are urged to translateour talk of "strongjustification"into talk of "warrant"or
epistemicallyobjectively appropriateprocessing.
3 In the interest of simplicity, we have made little of the place for realizability of processes in their being objectively appropriatefor an agent. For some
reflection on these matters,see Henderson(1994b) and Hendersonand Horgan
(forthcoming).
4 Whateverexactly the systematicityof beliefs involves - it is generally the sort
of thing that Kitcher (1989) characterizesin terms of explanatoryunification.
Such crude pointing will suffice for our purposes here. Generally, the present
point reflects the commonplacethat, epistemically,we are not interestedsimply
in truth,or simply in the productionof isolated true beliefs, but ratherin truths
that are so relatedto othersas to be interestinglysituatedin a comprehensive(or
at least wide) understandingof the world.
5 Henderson(1994a) develops this understandingof models of objectivelyappropriateprocessing in terms of models of epistemic competence.His development
helpfully reflects the objectivist notion being pursuedhere. However, in being
focused in almost exclusively reliabilist terms, it is now seen by its authoras
incomplete.
6 It is worth'-ting, however,thatsimple reliabilityhas seldom been proposedas
alone genei
atdequate
for justification.
7 This distin,,lon is employed to recognize thatthinkersmay hold quite different
understandingsor descriptionsand yet be taken to be thinking of ("conceptualizing") the "samething."The point is commonlyappreciatedin accountsthathave
learnedfrom so-called causal theoristsof language.Because this sharedreference
looms so large in understandingcommunicationacross theoretical differences,
and because it plays such a large role in translation,it is common to think of
those employing deeply differing descriptive understandingsof some thing as
(sometimes at least) neverthelesssharing"a concept."
8 We realize that the appeal to such scenariosis renderedproblematicby recent
trends in philosophy of mind, according to which the content of most or all
of one's intentional mental states allegedly depends on certain kinds of actual
connectionsbetween occurrencesof such states in oneself (and/orin one's evolu-
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tionaryancestors)and the actual environment.Those who favor certainversions
of content-externalismwill doubtwhethera brainin a vat has systematicallyfalse
beliefs. (Some will doubt whether such a brain has beliefs at all, or any other
intentionalmental states; and some will doubt whetherit has any mental states,
even qualia.)We lack the space to addressthis issue in detail here,so we will make
just two remarks.First,we thinkthatversionsof content-externalismdenyingthat
brains in vats have systematicallyfalse beliefs are deeply wrongheaded,despite
their currentpopularity;this denial should properlybe viewed as a reductioad
absurdumof such views. (See the critique of a hypotheticalcontent-externalist
called "Strawman"in Lewis 1994, especially pp. 423-25.) Second, we suspect
that the points about objective epistemic justificationthat we will be making in
this paper,resting partlyon considerationsabout demon-worldsand brain-in-vat
scenarios,probablycould also be made by appealto more complicatedhypothetical scenarios that finesse content-externalistconsiderations.We will not pursue
such complicationshere.
9 We employ the ponderous formulation, 'perceptualbelief', in order to steer
clear of the success-termusage of 'perceptions'.
10 The prospects for a truth-conductiveprocess that generates some class of a
priori beliefs are as difficult to gauge as is the plausibility of competing understandingsof a priori truths.Perhapsagents in classical demon-worldscould have
truth-conduciveprocesses that generatea very limited set of a prioribeliefs such
as the cogito- perhaps.
1l This source of misleading experience turns on a "theory-ladenness"or
"training-ladenness"of (at least some) experience. The actual extent of such
theory-ladennessneed not be determinedfor our purposes here - that of characterizingwhat are epistemically possible worlds. Further,nothing that we need
or use here turns on the pessimistic view that the ladening of experience with
trainingor theoryproducesdistortionsthatcannotbe overcome.It is worthnoting
here that the appearances,as what are shared,are not theory-ladenin the sense
of themselves involving optional, partly socialized, theory. Our talk of appearances reflects our idea that there is "an element" or "dimension"of related, but
theory-informed,experiencesthatis sharedand remainsin the experiencedespite
experiencebeing colored by theory.
12 Others have also sought to shed light on judgments regardingreliability by
comparingour judgments about reliability in automobiles. For example, Heller
(1995) makes use of such comparisonswhile exploring contextual elements of
reliability.Heller's work, like ours, is rootedin the idea thatepistemicjudgments
thatare responsiveto epistemic values such as reliability(and, for us, robustness)
are not remote from many practical contexts. In such contexts, we make quite
nuancedfactualand evaluativejudgments.
13 While our gloss on the notion of robustness,in terms of a processing being
reliablein a wide set of possible worlds,servesto fix the notionat an intuitivelevel
reasonablywell, we acknowledge that this gloss is itself not formally adequate.
The limits of the characterizationare not simply that it is vague on the score
of how wide a set is wide enough for robustness- which does not trouble us
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- but also that the notion of epistemically possible world, as developed here,
allows for such a fine-grainedvariationin possible worlds that there may be too
many of them. The point was nicely capturedin a comment by Jon Kvanvig.
Take any intuitively understoodpossible world - with all the variationthat one
might think to be epistemically relevant.There would then seem to be infinitely
many different worlds like that world - as we can take them to differ in some
feature such as the favorite color or favorite numberof some individualin that
world. It then would seem as if the set of epistemicallypossible worlds in which
a given process is reliable is infinite, if it is reliable in any - and that the set in
which it is not reliableis likewise infinite.Presumablythereis some formalway in
which the characterizationmight be tightenedup, collapsing the worlds differing
in epistemically uninterestingdetail into single epistemicallypossible worlds (or
world-classes). Obviously, something like this is also needed to make sense of
degrees of robustness.We are satisfied that our characterizationis sufficient for
our purposesin this paper.
14 This focus may itself be framedin termsof what any epistemic agent ought to
find valuablefeaturesof cognitive processes, given that the agent were to articulately reflect on his or her epistemic ends and projects, and given that the agent
also recognized the characteristicepistemic situationof fallibility or uncertainty
regardingwhich epistemicallypossible world is the agent's.
15 We should admitthathumanreasonerscan pay little attentionto whethertheir
processes are truth-conducive.Many may employ processes unthinkingly,unreflectively, and with little thoughtto the reliability of those processes. However,
insofar as they are epistemic agents, they are concerned with producing or
fostering true belief-systems. To will such an end is to will the means to it, as
one cannot employ a means without (at least implicitly) believing that it is a
reasonablyeffective means to the relevantend (at least effective relative to the
rangeof meansto thatend thatareopen to the agent).Minimally,this requiresthat
epistemic agents would have some tendency,upon challenge or question,to insist
that reasoninglike that (the sort of reasoningjust instancedby them) was a good
way of reasoning- and relatively likely to producetrue beliefs. The presentway
of understandingthe value of robustnessdependsonly on the claim thatcognitive
processes are conditionedby such tendenciesand understandingsin cognizers.
16 The example of robust and nonrobustprocesses employed earlier - that of
general inductiveprocesses having or lacking sensitivity to possible sample bias
- does not illustratethe presentpoint. For,we thinkthatour worldis characterized
by significantheterogeneitywithin populations.So, in the world as we take it to
be, the feature needed to make for reliability in the face of its heterogeneous
populations is also a feature that makes for some robustness.To illustrate the
present point, think instead of the way in which scientific work is informedby
contemporaryscientific understandingsof the world. Scientists employ backgroundtheoryto informtheirinferencesand theirchoice of experimentalsetup.It
is often noted that scientists can be enamoredof a favored"paradigm,""research
program,"or generaltheoreticalunderstandingand approach.Scientistsmay then
boldly push ahead, crucially relying on the favoredtheory in their experimental
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design or theoreticalreasoning. (As Kitcher 1989 notes, such timidity may look
very differentwhen viewed from the social versus individuallevels. For simplicity, let us consider the matterat the individual level.) Suppose that Daisy is a
scientist who is ratherincautiouslycommittedto employing and elaboratingher
favored theoreticalapproach.In her reasoningor experimentation,she is relying
on the worldbeing one fairly particularway, ratherthansome rangeof otherways
thatareepistemicallypossible. Predicatedas it is on a quite speculativetheoretical
background,it seems that Daisy's approachwill be reliable only (or almost only)
if the world is ratherlike her favoredtheoryrepresentsit as being. Because there
are many alternative,epistemically relevant,possible ways that the world might
be (not even consideringdemon-worlds),Daisy's procedureis not robust.It would
generallynot be reliablein these alternatives.So, even were Daisy lucky - in that
the world is like she conceives it in her backgroundtheory, so her procedureis
reliable in her world - thatprocedureis not robust.
17 An analogy: when one's aim is uncertainand when one makes little effort to
point one's weapon so as to trackone's target,one minimizesone's risk of missing
the targetby using a sawed-off shotgunratherthan a rifle.
18 Reliability itself has an importantcounterfactualor modal dimension. The
notion of reliability needed by reliabilist epistemology involves a concern for
how processes would fare in an environment- where the environmentis not
understood in terms of just those situations that, as a matter of "accidental"
biographicalfact that agent happens to get involved in. We might then want to
distinguishbetween local intra-worldreliabilityand global intra-worldreliability.
The latter is ultimately the concern of reliabilist epistemology. It turns on the
truth-relatedpropensities of a process within an epistemically relevantpossible
world. We might then representthe modal dimension of reliabilityin the agent's
world in termsof a set of possible worldsindividuatedin a more fine-grainedway
- say in termsof worlds representedas different"trajectories"of an agent within
a particularepistemically relevantpossible world. (This is nicely reflectedin the
formulation"non-localor global intra-worldreliability.")All this points to a close
kinshipbetween the standardreliabilistconcernfor (global intra-world)reliability
and the concern for robustness(or global safety, or global inter-worldreliability
of reliability).We will need to pursuethis kinshipfurtherin a separatepaper.
19 We should express a doubtregardingthe success of the pragmaticjustification
of induction on the score of whether it really managed to show what it sought.
To make the case, it was simply supposed that induction would catch onto any
regularity.This supposes an amazingly powerful and sensitive cognitive system
engaging in the induction.It abstractsaway from much that would make for any
concrete implementablecognitive process - and thus much that probablylimits
what could be claimed for induction as a cognitive process. These misgiving
parallelthose expressed by Cherniakregardingthe treatmentof standardformal
logic as straightforwardlyproviding epistemic standards.However, for reasons
that hearkento Goodman, the sort of abstractionencounteredin the pragmatic
justificationof inductionis, if anything,more problematic.
20 A more nuancedanalysis of the pragmatic
justificationmightproceedin terms
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an indexed notion of robustness- that of the "robustnessof methods for certain
classes of epistemic tasks." Thus, consider the processes that will allow us to
generate a particularsort of belief - say generalizations,to employ the crude
typology of the presentexample. We might imagine variousprocesses for doing
this, some of which work - thatis, generatetruecomponentsof a belief-system within no world;others work within a small set of possible worlds to which they
aretailored;andyet othersmightworkwithina wider set of worlds.The latterwill
be robust-for-a-process-of-that-sort.
Comparethis to the idea of a baseballplayer
who "runswell for a catcher."Or of a racing car thatis dependablefor such cars.
A catcher with this propertyis ceteris paribusto be valued, even though most
teammateswould have more success in beating out bunts. A car with the above
propertymight be too temperamentalto serve as everydaytransportation.
21 Two qualificationsseem called for. First,becauserobustnesscomes in degrees,
one employing a robustprocess may not have strictlyminimized risk, but would
have done somethinglike satisficingwith regardto acceptablerisks. Second, ultimately, the agent will have satisficingly-minimizedrisk without getting unduly
or unliveably conservativeand agnostic. It is well known that there are always
trade-offs between minimizing risk and employing productive processes. We
have writtenof the epistemic end of fosteringtruebelief-systems.Reliabilityand
robustnessspeak most directlyto the productionof truebeliefs. However,we also
want a comprehensivesystem of beliefs. These concerns commonly pull us in
differingdirectionsand must be balanced.
22 Again, this requiresqualification.Should we say that had they not landed in
a demon-world,their processes would likely have been reliable?The basic idea
seems right, but the relevantnotion of probabilitymay be difficult to make out
with precision.
23 Of course, thinkingaboutevil-demon-worldshas led otherswho are sympathetic to externalismand reliablismto refine the basic reliabilist approach.Sosa's
(1991) response to what he terms "the new evil-demon problem"provides one
prominentexample.However,ourresponsediffers significantlyfrom Sosa's. Sosa
simply relativizesjudgmentsof "aptness"to worlds - so that,in our earlierillustration,Constance'sthought would be apt relative to our world, but not relative
to demon worlds (while Faith's thoughtwould not be apt relative to either). We
believe that BonJour is correct in insisting that this really is not an adequate
response:
For surelythe mainintuitionis thatthe demonvictim's beliefs arejustifiedwithout
qualificationin the environmentthathe inhabits,not merely thatthey arejustified
in relationto a quitedifferentenvironmentwhose relevanceto his actualepistemic
environmentis prettyobscure(1995, p. 21 1).
Notably, our response is to identify a non-world-relativeobjective feature of
processes, a featurethatcan contributeto the epistemicvalue of processes without
qualificationin the agent's actualenvironment.We are thus able to honorfully the
intuitionsto which BonJourappeals, and to do so by appeal to a fully objective
featureof cognitive processes.
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Insofaras appealsby reliabiliststo an intra-worldmeta-reliabilityrequirement
are motivatedby an aversion to an epistemic role for dumb luck, robustnessof
belief-formingprocesses is a condition that addressesthis motivationbetterthan
meta-reliabilityitself does. Swamp Thing, who is just like an ordinaryhuman
except that he came into being as a result of randomspontaneouschemical interactions when a lightening bolt struck a swap rich in organic molecules, could
well have epistemically impeccablebelief-formingprocesses, even though these
processes were generatedby utterlyunreliablemeta-processes.Swamp Thing's
belief-formingprocesses will be impeccableprovidedthatthey are robustas well
as reliable. (We realize that the appeals to Swamp-ThingScenarios are rendered
problematicby certainprominentrecent trendsin philosophyof mind, according
to which a creaturewho lacks a suitableevolutionarypedigreewould therebylack
intentional mental states (or would lack mental states altogether,even qualia).
But our remarksin note 8 about brain-in-vatscenarios apply here also, mutates
mutandis.
25 A further thought-experimentseems to reinforce the conclusion that the
robustnessconditionappliesto cases even when therearereliableprocesses available. Thereareepistemicallyrelevantpossible worldsin which eitherreliabilityor
robustnesscan be had (at least in principle),but where no process would be both
reliableand robust.This would obtainin some non-classicaldemon-worlds,those
in which thereis a rigid demon. Because the rigid demon providesthe agent with
systematicallymisleading appearances,there may be a special-purpose,systematic correctionprocess possible, at least in principle.Envisioningsuch a process is
a matterof envisioningthe demon-world(in particular,its structureof systematic
deception), then envisioning a belief-formingprocess that treatsthe appearances
as systematicallydeceptive in exactly the way they happento be deceptive, and
systematically corrects for these appearancein exactly the right way. To come
to implement such a process, an agent would need to adopt it in a fashion that,
in the natureof the case, must be counterto appearances,arbitrary,unmotivated
and unmotivatable.The odds of an agentjust "hittingon" the reliable strategyin
such a perversefashion are vanishinglysmall. Suppose,however,that an agent in
a rigid-demonwould does hit on exactly the right strategy- blindly and miraculously, purely as a matterof epistemic dumb luck. Such an agent could employ
these de facto reliable belief-formingprocesses, or instead could employ robust
processes (which happennot to be reliable, althoughthe appearancesprovideno
clue of this), but could not do both at once. Surely the epistemicallyappropriate
processes, for such an agent in such a rigid-demonworld, would be the robust
ones ratherthanthe reliableones.
For what it is worth, we are inclined to see judgments about such extreme
and fanciful thought-experimentsas ratherless weighty than the general considerations that point to the uniform applicability of robustness. It is also worth
nothing that robustness is particularlyuniform in its application to agents in
variouspossible worldsbecause- unlikereliability- it does not varywith possible
worlds. A process is robust(or it is not) no matterwhat world the agent happens
to be in. Thus, while there are possible worlds in which there are no reliable
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processes availableto agents, and reliability seems to there drop out, robustness
is not dependenton the particularworld thatthe agents are in.
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